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Get the facts about sexual health and HIV
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Sex and relationships
Whether you’ve had sex before or not, be in the know about what makes sex fun, how to enjoy the experience and how to protect your health.
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HIV and STIs
Learn about the different types of sexually transmitted infections and how to prevent, recognise, test and treat them. 
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Living with HIV
You are not alone if you have HIV. Learn about sharing your status, taking your treatment, being healthy, and having relationships when you have HIV.


Tips for great sex
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How to have vaginal sex 
Sex and relationships
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How to have anal sex 
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How to have oral sex 
Sex and relationships




Personal stories
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Personal story: Amahle
Personal story
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Personal story: Nir
Personal story
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Personal story: Virginia
Personal story




Are you working in the HIV response?
Understanding the epidemic
Delve into the data, context and community issues that characterise the HIV epidemic and find out what an effective response looks like.

Programming and best practice
Prevention, testing, treatment and digital programmes are needed to effectively address HIV. Find out what best practice looks like in each of these areas.






Instagram

Follow @bitkhealth
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